CSI InfoSlips

A modern approach to the traditional statement

Deliver Dynamic,
Personalized Documents
with CSI InfoSlips
Statements are the most consistent
and pivotal touchpoint with
customers, so it’s important you
supply an exceptional experience
that also boosts your bottom line.
CSI InfoSlips revolutionizes digital
document delivery through a sleek
and interactive user experience
that’s coupled with a modern, open
architecture that integrates directly
with other applications and data.

Documents Reimagined
Transform static documents and statements into interactive experiences that drive digital
engagements with your customers.

Create Meaningful Customer
Engagement
Leverage interactivity and personalization
to drive engagement using InfoSlips
Designed Outcomes Methodology.

Collect Valuable Customer Usage Data
Understand how customers are engaging
with statement content via statement
usage and analytics reporting, sharing
valuable data to help you better
understand your customer.

Compose Once, Deliver Anywhere
Meet customers in the channel of their
choosing with responsive statements
that can be viewed across all devices,
including mobile, desktop, self-service
portal and even traditional printed
statements.

Reduce Support Center Volume
Allow clients to self-help by delivering
well-designed, easy-to-use, and contentrich statements, that integrate payments,
reducing support center volume by as
much as 28%.

Produce Legally Compliant Statements
of Record
Produce encrypted, legally compliant
statements of record that are
authenticated to ensure statements are
only accessed by the intended recipient.

Drive Digital Adoption
Deliver statements that encourage
digital adoption by making the statement
valuable to the customer, supplying
interactive features that they can use to
analyze and drill through to explore their
personalized statement of record.

The Benefits of CSI Infoslips
Our digital-first platform focuses on the digital document experience and integrates into the traditional print statement,
allowing you to:
• Increase deliverability to your customers
• Enhance digital engagement and open
opportunities to cross-sell other products and
services
• Consume and collect data from multiple sources in
nearly any format

• Create actionable reports and tracking that
show when, where and how your customers are
engaging with your documents
• Operate entirely in the cloud and include a
Helpdesk portal to manage documents

• Provide access to current and historical documents
using API Integration to your website, or drive
customers customers directly to the CSI Infoslips
app or portal

For more information on CSI InfoSlips,
contact your CSI Relationship Manager today!
LET’S TALK!
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